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    Poem on Objects is a kind of poem which is produced in Han and Wei and 
Six Dynasty.This text is to make an analysis of the poems on objects of this 
period. 
   Introduction explains the meaning of the concept of poem on objects and the 
situation of others’ study on poems on objects. 
   Chapter one is about the origin of poems on objects.It includes two 
aspects:One is objects in the poems and articles of Pre-Qin Dynasty,the other is 
Fu on objects of Han and Wei and Six Dynasty. 
   Chapter two is about the kinds and material of poems on objects.We divide 
the poems into four kinds:to compare with person by objects;to vent feelings by 
objects;to praise by objects;only figure objects.The material is broadcasting, 
plenty and tiny. 
   Chapter three is the case of poems on objects of Han and Wei and Six 
Dynasty.It includes three periods:Han and Wei;Jin and Song;Qi, Liang and Chen. 
   Conclusion is the main points of the text. 
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1999 年第 3 期），对托物言志和状物抒情两种类型咏物诗进行分析，认为
其反映出独具一格的文学价值和思想价值；林大志《论咏物诗在齐梁间的演




















































第一章  咏物诗溯源 
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